Signal
Helping You Navigate the Financial Road of Disability
Benefits

CONCEPT DOCUMENT

INTRODUCTION
Frustration, fear, despair and no clue where to turn…..Many of us feel like this from time to
time, but this is a consistent and recurring feeling among consumers who are disabled or care for
the disabled when the subject is their benefits. Some of the most common questions include:
What benefits do I qualify for? What are my asset limits before my benefits get taken away?
Should I save my money or will that ultimately cost me my benefits? How much do I actually
qualify to receive in benefits, since I am a veteran, who is blind, from the state of California?
Where do I go to find out all this information? Is there not one place I can access that can help
me with these questions?

YES, THERE IS! GET THE “GREEN” LIGHT WITH SIGNAL
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Consumers with disabilities or those who care for the disabled represent a significant niche in
our country. In fact, an estimated 55 million Americans are disabled and 65-75% of
Americans will become disabled by simply living to full life expectancy. They need help
managing their benefits and understanding their asset growth limits, so that their benefits stay
intact. Given the complexities of disability benefit levels which include policy variations
from state to state, varying benefit qualifications for different disabilities and other factors
(such as veteran status) consumers have to go to various websites and contact points at
various agencies to determine their benefit levels and asset limits. It is confusing, timeconsuming, frustrating, and the margin for error is great.
What is needed is a central resource, where consumers can go, provide their information for
their specific situation and determine their benefit levels and asset limits. They need to
understand how ever changing legislation impacts their healthcare, benefit amounts, etc.
They need help putting aside the right amount of savings and they want the peace of mind of
having a system that lets them know when they are reaching their limits.
Enter Signal, a web-based program that serves as that central information guide and interactive
partner. The site provides a forum where consumers or their caregivers can key in information to
determine benefit levels and limits. They will be able to use this knowledgeable resource to
calculate their specific benefit amounts, allocate savings, as well as educate themselves, without
the huge time investment and the margin of error that comes from going to multiple sites and
trying to record and compile the information.
Enter your credit union, which can take the stress and worry out of building assets, serve as an
advisor, provide the right savings vehicle and early warning system when you are hitting your
asset limits.
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OPPORTUNITY
The primary opportunities for Signal center on simplification of the complexities surrounding
disability benefits and asset building. As stated earlier, roughly 55 million Americans are
disabled and this represents a significant segment of the population.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
The i3 Team conducted several key informant interviews as well as an environmental scan.
The team was referred by Don Baylor to Emila Sutton and Lucy Gorham from the NC IDA
Asset Building Collaborative and MDC, Expanding Opportunity, Advancing Equity who agreed
to be on one of the weekly Team Calls. They felt that a tool was needed, that nothing similar
existed and agreed that it would be important to be able to know when someone’s savings would
run the risk of compromising public assistance benefits.
Kim Pate met with Johnette Hartnett and Michael Roush of the National Disability Institute who
also agreed that a tool was needed and nothing similar existed, but questioned the value of the
debit card. They concurred that a web-based roadmap and calculator for savings that could also
calculate asset limits would be more useful.
The i3 Team conducted an environmental scan by interviewing numerous people with disabilities
and groups that serve this segment to find out what people with disabilities trying to save and
build assets really need. They also explored credit union asset building programs like Individual
Development Accounts and REAL Solutions to see if anything like this idea was already in
place.
It became clear that a debit card was not the right tool and the i3 Team determined that what was
needed was a central resource, where consumers could go, provide their information for their
specific situation and determine their benefit levels and asset limits. They would need to
understand how ever-changing legislation impacts their healthcare, benefit amounts, etc. They
would need help putting aside the right amount of savings and they want the peace of mind of
having a system that lets them know when they are reaching their limits.

SOLUTION
SIGNAL- a one stop information website that helps consumers navigate through the
questions/complexities of disability benefits and asset building. (See Exhibit A) No more
confusion on benefit levels and no more fear on building assets! Similar to Turbo Tax, the tool
includes the following:
•

Calculators: The on line calculator will provide benefit estimates. The keying of certain
trigger information will cause a pop up box to appear to either guide them to the correct
government specialist to handle their specific information (i.e. Veterans Administration)
or connect them to another site to work with them individually.
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•

Helpful tips: The site will be equipped with tabs that summarize the latest state and
national regulations and resulting impacts on consumers

•

Links to correct agency contacts: Site visitors will be able to link directly to the correct
agency to answer specific and/or in-depth questions.

•

Opt-in notification to financial institution- Once limits are computed or guidance
administered through the drop down box, the consumer will be able to click on a link to
share information with their credit union-and a message will be sent to their credit union.
Credit union staff may then assist them with savings vehicles, complete with an asset
limit alert system as well as other needs.

MEMBER BENEFITS
•

Increases deposit account products

•

Increases investment accounts products

•

Promotes member advocacy for those with disabilities

•

Improves peace of mind by offering individuals the ability make educated decisions
about building assets without jeopardizing their benefits

CREDIT UNION BENEFITS
•

Build and leverage trust with membership

•

Greater awareness/positive perception of credit unions among this niche of the population

•

Differentiator among other financial institutions in the marketplace

•

Greater opportunity to open deposit accounts, develop new relationships/memberships

•

Opportunity to build collaborative relationships with other agencies

•

Fulfillment of the credit union philosophy of people helping people and serving the
underserved

TARGET MARKET
Of the estimated 55 million people in the United States with disabilities, 73% are heads of
households, 58% own homes and 48% are principal shoppers controlling over $220 billion in
discretionary income. Currently there are over 1.8 million individuals with disabilities who
receive social security payments but do not have an account with an insured bank or credit
union.**
Targets would include:
•

Current and potential membership of the disabled population

•

Family members/appointed caregivers for the disabled population
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**From www.realeconomicimpact.org/Asset-Development-Community/The-BusinessCase.aspx :

OPERATIONAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Development of the calculator will have to be conducted by a national organization with
significant resources. The complexities of asset limitations based on the state rules and program
mirror the complexities of the IRS tax code (federal and state!). We imagine that a company
similar to Turbo Tax would have to take this project on.
There is not significant financial or operational impact for credit unions. However, if credit
unions wish to offer Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) to meet the needs of their
members with disabilities, they must consider the operational requirements.
Credit unions may research what is required to set up IDAs through the link on the SIGNAL
website located at www.cfed.org/programs/idas

PROOF OF CONCEPT
We offered the opportunity for individuals with a disability or their care givers to participate in
an online survey about the value of our web concept prototype. We asked them to provide feedback about our Signal web concept design and rate the value and ease of navigation based on a
one to five scale where one (fair) is the lowest score and five (super excellent) is the highest
score. Overall, we received very favorable feedback. The survey respondents felt the look, feel
and navigation of the website was good to super excellent with an average score of 3.86. The
same was also true for the respondents when they offered feedback about the value of the information to build assets. However, the value of the online calculator tool received the strongest
result where respondents generally felt the tool was excellent and had an average score of 4.14.

GETTING STARTED
Credit Unions can explore offering Individual Development Accounts. Some credit unions
already have IDAs, with county and local partnerships in place. They may also invest in
technology that allows online and mobile device alerts at certain balance levels, to assist with
asset limit notifications. However, the development and building of the website and calculators
will require resources and funding beyond the credit union scope and will need the backing from
industry partners and experts.

MARKETING TACTICS
With this tool, credit unions have the opportunity to reach out and connect with a unique group
of consumers. (See Exhibit B) Some possible marketing tactics:
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•
•
•

•
•

Reach out to disability groups, hospitals, disabled veterans and other groups and teach
them how to use the tool. Give them an overview of how they can build assets.
Distribute brochures about Signal to Disabled groups to distribute among their members.
Write articles and emails for distribution to their members.
Use Signal as a PR opportunity to showcase your credit union as helping this unique
group of consumers. Reach out to media contacts and write a press release about how
you are using this tool to help those on disabilities save money.
Start an asset building club of Signal savers that meet each month to help each other navigate the challenges of disability benefits.
Provide a dedicated resource in-house that will help members set up asset account alerts
for certain limits.

FINANCI AL PRO-FORMA
Although member and deposit growth has been strong for credit unions during the recent
economic downturn, it is understood that retaining sources of low-cost funds will be problematic
when interest rates begin to rise in the future. The statistics are compelling regarding the number
of unbanked individuals with disabilities and the assets available to credit unions. Maintaining
healthy margins in the future means positioning credit unions to tap into these valuable members
and this source of low cost funds.

RESOURCES
•

Kim Pate, CFED

•

Don Baylor, Center for Public Policy Priorities

•

Tom Foley, World Institute on Disability

•

Emila Sutton and Lucy Gorham from the NC IDA Asset Building Collaborative and
MDC, Expanding Opportunity, Advancing Equity

•

Johnette Hartnett and Michael Roush of the National Disability Institute

PROJECT TEAM
Filene i3 is a creative group of insightful and energetic credit unions professional who develop
new ideas, innovate, and implement for the benefit of the credit union system. Please visit
filene.org/home/innovation or email innovation@filene.org to learn more. The team members
who developed this idea are:

Jason Peach
(636) 720-2448
jpeach@westcommunitycu.org

Kelley Parks
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(804) 307-6333
Kelley@giraphcu.com

Jenny Casselman
(775) 886-1931
jcasselman@gnms.com

Ginger Salt
336-748-2423
gsalt@fcbinc.com
A special thanks goes to Kim Pate, from CFED, who served as an active idea partner and major
contributor to our concept.

APPENDIX
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EXHIBIT A –SIGNAL WEBSITE SCREEN SHOTS
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: EXHIBIT B –SIGNAL MARKETING MATERIALS

:
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